New Materials in the Ozark Regional Library System

If you don’t see it at your local branch, ask your librarian to order it for you (or you can go to our online catalogue and place a hold on the item yourself). Remember, a library card is free!

Fiction

- Adams, Ellery. *Murder in the Book Lover’s Loft*
- Bowen, Rhys. *The Paris Assignment*
- Brett, Simon. *Mrs. Pargeter’s Patio*
- Brown, Millie Bobby. *Nineteen Steps*
- Brown, Sandra. *Tomorrow’s Promise*
- Dailey, Janet. *The Sound of Sleighbells*
- Dallas, Sandra. *Little Souls*
- Delany, Vicki. *Steeped in Malice*
- Devon, Eva. *The Beast and the Bookseller*
- Gaiman, Neil. *The Ocean at the End of the Lane*
- O’Connor, Carlene, Liz Ireland, and Carol J. Perry. *Halloween Cupcake Murder*
- Scalzi, John. *Starter Villain*
- Schellman, Katharine. *Murder at Midnight: A Lily Adler Mystery*
- Wiegenstein, Steve. *Land of Joys*

Non-Fiction

- Bouk, Dan. *Democracy’s Data: The Hidden Stories in the U. S. Census and How to Read Them*
- Carlson, Hannah. *Pockets: An Intimate History of How We Keep Things Close*
- Concepcion, Rafael. *Video Storytelling Projects: A DIY Guide to Shooting, Editing, and Producing Amazing Video Stories on the Go*
- Daugherty, Tracy. *Larry McMurtry*
- Franklin, V. P. *The Young Crusaders: The Untold Story of the Children and Teenagers Who Galvanized the Civil Rights Movement*
- Lamont, Michèle. *Seeing Others: How Recognition Works—and How It Can Heal a Divided World*
- Posnanski, Joe. *Why We Love Baseball: A History in 50 Moments*
- Stark, Peter. *Gallop Toward the Sun: Tecumseh and William Henry Harrison’s Struggle for the Destiny of a Nation*
YA Fiction/Non-Fiction

- Watsuki, Nobuhiro. *Rurouni Kenshin: Volumes 1-2-3*

J Fiction/Non-Fiction

- Brown, Roseanne A. *Serwa Boateng’s Guide to Witchcraft and Mayhem*
- Chokshi, Roshani. *The Spirit Glass*
- Clark, P. Djèlí. *Abeni’s Song*
- De La Cruz, Melissa. *The Super Secret Octagon Valley Society*
- Hiassen, Carl. *Wrecker*
- Osborne, Mary Pope. *Magic Tree House #38: Time of the Turtle King*
- Springer, Nancy. *Enola Holmes: The Case of the Left-Handed Lady*

Picture Books

- Colandro, Lucille; illustrated by Jared Lee. *There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed Some Leaves!*
- Cuyler, Margery. *Bonaparte Falls Apart*
- Duncan, Reed; illustrated by JT Morrow, *Llama Llama’s Little Lie*
- Fosberry, Jennifer; illustrated by Shiho Pate. *Chi-Chi and Pey-Pey: Cupcake Catastrophe*
- Lindstrom, Carole; illustrated by Bridget George. *Autumn Peltier, Water Warrior*
- McConaughey, Matthew; illustrated by Renée Kurilla. *Just Because*

Large Print

- McBride, Andrew. *Cimarrón*
- McFarlane, Fiona. *The Sun Walks Down*
- Morgan, Kate. *A Short Rope for a Tall Man*

Video (DVD)

- *Aliens in the Attic*
- *Ant-Man and the Wasp: Quantumania*
- *The Hunchback of Notre Dame* (Disney)
- *Marcel: The Shell with Shoes On*
- *PAW Patrol: The Movie*
- *The Peanut Butter Falcon*